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Year 6 Pupil Survey Results Spring 1 2018 

Statement Pupils that 

agree % 

Pupils that 

disagree % 

Pupils that 

don’t know % 

1. I am happy to come to school. 100%   
2. My school helps me to be healthy. 100%   
3. I feel safe when I am in school. 100%   
4. I learn a lot in lessons. 100%   
5.Behaviour is good at my school. 100%   
6. Adults in my school care about me. 100%   
7. Adults at school are interested in my 

views. 
100%   

8. All children are valued and treated 

equally irrespective of race, religion, 

culture, gender, ability and disability. 

100%   

9. I know how well I am doing at school. 100%   
10. Adults in school explain to me how to 

improve my work. 
100%   

11. My school helps me to get ready to 

move to my next class. 
100%   

12. The headteacher and senior staff in 

my school do a good job. 
100%   

 

Year 6 children answered confidently to the above questions.  

 

Due to the percentages being so high, I asked them to share their thoughts on the above.  

 

They were able to discuss a multitude of ways that they know behaviour is good, how they learn 

a lot, how they know they are safe at school, how they know how well they are doing, etc.  

 

Their answers were so confident that I was able to see that they had answered with thought 

rather than just ticking what they thought might be perceived to be the ‘desired’ answer. 

 

I feel confident that any adult in school could ask the same set of questions and get a confident 

response. 

 

Suggestions made by the children were dominated by: 

 

 Change to school uniform colour. 

 Girls football club continuing all year with Miss Mac – they love it. The boys also 

supported the girls with this in their suggestions as they know the girls are disappointed 

that it is ending. 

 More Computing lessons – I spoke to the individuals who said this and confirmed that 

they’ve had Computing lessons up until Jan 2018 and that they will be doing more in 

Summer term. 

 


